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The challenge and opportunity
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Bridging the gap between genotype and phenotype by linking multiple 
layers of molecular and other data with e-health records
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Integrating genomes, health records & 
telomere length in 500,000 people

Codd et al, Nature Genetics, in press

197 genetic signals for 
telomere length

Observational associations 
with 123 diseases

Causal associations 
suggested for 31 diseases



An atlas of ~2000 genotype-
protein associations

Genetic variants

Genes 

encoding 

target 

proteins

Sun et al, Nature 2018



HDRUK Multi-omics Cohorts Consortium

13 cohorts, >800K participants

• Multi-disease aetiology

• Therapeutic target 
prioritisation

• Risk prediction
A likely protective role for 
matrix metalloproteinase-

12 in coronary disease

Integrative analyses of multi-omic, 
genomic and EHR data



Testing ~1000 proteins for causal 
effects on >200 diseases and traits

Zheng et al, Nature Genetics, 2020

http://www.gsk.com/research/research/index.html


Genetic signals for ~100 proteins associated 
with SARS-CoV2 or COVID-19 response

Pietzner et al, bioRxiv, 2020



Integrating genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics and 
COVID-19 outcomes to identify potential treatments

Gaziano et al, Nature Medicine, 2021
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Publicly accessible community resources

• 65 billion 
associations

• ~20,000 users 
from 100 countries

• Millions of 
database queries

• Cited in 610 
papers

Kamat et al, Bioinformatics, 2018



Polygenic risk scores

A weighted sum of many disease-
associated genetic variants

One variant Thousands of variants



Polygenic risk scores improve prediction of 
coronary heart disease in UK Biobank

Sun et al, PLoS Medicine, 2021

“Polygenic risk 
scores……could 
translate into 
meaningful clinical 
benefit if applied at 
scale, and lead to 
the prevention of 7% 
more CVD events 
than conventional 
risk factors alone.”



Combining PGS with proteomics to 
identify aetiological pathways

Ritchie et al, medRxiv, 2021



Polygenic Score Catalog

An open database created in partnership with EMBL-EBI, NHGRI and ClinGen

Lambert et al, Nature Genetics 2021

www.pgscatalog.org

All published polygenic scores, systematic benchmarking



Meta data about each polygenic score
www.pgscatalog.org



Guidelines for reporting PGS 

Wand et al, Nature 2021

Reporting standards necessary for PGS reproducibility, translation and public trust
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Linking genomes and longitudinal EHRs to 
identify causes of extreme mutation rates

Kaplanis et al, bioRxiv, 2021

4 with likely genetic 
explanations

5 with paternal cancer 
and chemotherapy prior 

to conception



The future

1. Enhanced diversity
BELIEVE study

Kadoorie Biobank

Mexico City Prospective Study

Million Veteran Program
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The future

1. Enhanced diversity

2. Deeper data linkages

3. Multimorbidity



Funders

http://www.gsk.com/research/research/index.html
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